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Short-drag or short-hall shanties were simple songs for jobs that
require short bursts of energy like unfurling or shortening a sail. 
Halyard (or long-haul) shanties were sung for longer jobs that require
heavy labour. They are often used for hauling a heavy sail and are
named after the halyard rope used to raise and lower sails and flags.
Capstan or windlass shanties were used for repetitive tasks that need
to be done to a rhythm, like raising or lowering an anchor. They are
named after the capstan, which is a part of a boat used to move
heavy weights. 
Pumping shanties were used when managing the gruelling task of
pumping out water below deck. Wooden ships leaked a lot!

What Is A Sea Shanty?
 

A shanty (also shantey, chanty or chantey) is a type of work song, sung
on ships and boats. Work songs were used to help make hard tasks
easier, and on large ships they were used to keep a crew in time with
each other. 

What types of shanty are there?

There are lots of types of shanties for different jobs. Here are a few that
appear in this book: 

Most shanties used to be sang in a call and response pattern. In Halyard
and pumping shanties, the lead caller, known as the shantyman, would
sing one line and the crew would sing a response. In the other types of
shanties, the shantyman would sing a verse for the crew while they
worked, and a refrain or chorus would be sung together at the end. 

Did you know? 

If a song was sung on a ship, but not during work, it was known as a
forebitter (also known as a forecastle or fo’c’sle song). These songs were
sung in or on the forecastle (the forward deck of the ship) when the crew
were off duty. Forebitters are sung for fun and entertainment, while
shanties are sung during work. 
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About This Book

Solent Shanty Sing includes existing shanties and new songs written for
and about Southampton, Isle of White, Portsmouth and wider
Hampshire. Some of the shanties in this book were collected locally by
the folk song collectors of the early 1900s and can be found in the
Vaughan Williams Memorial Library online. Many of the songs were
inspired by schoolchildren who contributed ideas and drawings, and
sometimes words. 

Click here to access an audio demo and rehearsal track for each song.
Please note, each has a 2 bar introduction with a rhythmic click and
starting note. 

The performance notes that accompany each song are intended as a
guide. Songs can be adapted and song arrangements are flexible.

This book was curated, compiled, arranged, designed and sometimes
composed by sound artist and composer Dr Emily Peasgood with the
support of musicians Dani Osoba and Sam Slattery.

Please contact emilypeasgoodstudio@gmail.com if you have any
questions.
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https://www.dropbox.com/scl/fo/jhureby0cvn8unmshpthd/h?dl=0&rlkey=vbbluadlbe8s56eymmb3jmeou
https://emilypeasgood.com/
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3 Warm Up Songs to Get Into The Shanty Zone! 
 

Each of these songs is sung as a round.
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A Capstan shanty for KS1-KS3
Location: Stokes Bay, south of Gosport, Hampshire

 
The Curse of Stoke Bay is a capstan shanty, telling the story of a walk

along the beach that uncovers all sorts of secrets and unexpected
surprises. The lyrics were written collaboratively with Gosport children

and it is sung to the tune of The Wellerman. 
 

Performance notes: 
 

The Curse of Stokes Bay can be performed a cappella or with
accompaniment. Chords are provided.

 
 The verses should be sung in unison by KS2 students, with KS1 students

joining in on the chorus, and KS3 students singing the optional
harmony. 

 
At the end of the chorus, children point to the audience and whisper:

"Maybe you should stay away!" 
 

There are opportunities for voicing/acting specific phrases, 
e.g. V3: "Instead of seashells I got bones!" and V5: "There she blows!"

Perhaps even a few pirate noises! 
 

There are subtle rhythmic variances across verses, which are
demonstrated in the audio demo.

 
Verses may be reduced, or Hampshire schools may each take once

verse. 
 

Repeat the chorus twice at the end.
 
 

The Curse of Stokes Bay 
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A Capstan shanty for KS2-KS3
Location: Lymington and New Forest

 
The Ocean Is Blue is a haunting song that tells the tale of a person who

collects stones on beaches and in caves. The lyrics were written
collaboratively with Lymington schoolchildren.

 
Performance notes: 

 
The Ocean Is Blue can be performed a cappella or with

accompaniment on a Dm chord. 
 

The ending has an optional harmony which can be sung by KS3
children. Verses should be sung in unison. 

 
This song also works as a round. The precise arrangement can be

decided by teachers but a demonstration using V1 is provided at the
end of the audio demo. 

 
There are subtle rhythmic variances across verses, which are

demonstrated in the audio demo.
 

It works well to have a short gap between each verse. In the audio
demo this gap is 2 bars long. 

The Ocean Is Blue 
by Emily Peasgood
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A Capstan shanty for KS1-KS3
Location: On route to the Isle of Wight 

 
Mike “Gutta Percha” Sadler is a local songwriter and an important

musician in the modern shanty writing scene. Down The Solent features
lyrics set to the melody of The Rio Grande. It tells the story of a red

funnel steamer leaving for the Isle of Wight and it could just as easily
be about sailors setting sail for another distant land.

 
Performance notes: 

 
Down the Solent can be performed a cappella or with accompaniment.

Chords are provided. 
 

It has clear call and response feel. It could feature a solo call from a
KS2-KS3 student, with KS1 students joining in on the responses.

 
On the penultimate line, all singers should loudly cheer rowdily. It works
well to take a short break after the cheer. In the audio demo this break

is 2 bars long. 
 

There are subtle rhythmic variances across verses, which are
demonstrated in the audio demo.

 
An optional harmony is provided at the end of each verse for KS3

students.

Down The Solent 
by Mike “Gutta Percha” Sadler
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OuNR8Oy_XNg
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A Capstan shanty for KS1-KS3
Location: Isle of Wight  

 
Throw Out the Lifeline was originally a hymn. In 1888 Reverend Ufford

was visiting Point Allerton, near Boston. While there, he visited a
lifesaving station on the coast and watched men practising rescue

procedures to use in the event of a shipwreck. It occurred to him how
saving those in danger had parallels with his faith. 

 
Since, according to Rob and Anwyl who run the Isle of Wight Folk

Archive website, an upbeat version of the song has become a seafaring
favourite on the island.

 
Performance notes: 

 
Throw Out The Lifeline can be performed a cappella or with light

musical accompaniment on guitar. Chords are provided.
 

KS2 and KS3 students can sing the verse with KS1 students joining in on
the chorus, and KS3 students singing the optional harmony.

 
Repeat the chorus twice at the end, with the second repeat a cappella.

 
 
 

Throw Out The Lifeline by Edwin Smith Ufford 
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http://isleofwightfolkarchive.co.uk/
http://isleofwightfolkarchive.co.uk/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OuNR8Oy_XNg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OuNR8Oy_XNg
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A Halyard shanty for KS1-KS3
Location: Portsmouth 

 
This song's original words lament a love at home in Portsmouth where
the sailor was from. The original version, titled A Long Time Ago, was

collected by folk song collector George Gardiner in Portsmouth
Workhouse in 1907, and was performed by James Bounds at the time.

You can view the original score at the Vaughan Williams Memorial
Library. Our version looks forward into the future, with updated lyrics
to reflect young people today. What will you do when you’re older?

What will the world be like then?
 

Try singing this as it would have been sung on a ship: with one person,
the shantyman, singing the first line, and the crew echoing back “To

my way-hey...” and “a long time to go / ago".
 

Performance notes: 
 

A Long Time To Go can performed a cappella or with accompaniment.
Chords are provided. If accompanied, it works well to sing the final

verse a cappella to draw attention to the poignant lyrics. 
 

It has clear call and response feel, with responses in italics. It could
feature solo KS2-KS3 callers with KS1 students joining in on the

responses.
 

Be wary of verses 5 and 7 which have a different lyrical structure at
the end of each line. Also watch out for the verse endings. They are

mostly "A long time to go" but sometimes, when reflecting on the past,
they end "A long time ago" (verses 7 and 10).

 
There are subtle rhythmic variances across verses, which are

demonstrated in the audio demo.
 

A Long Time Ago 
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https://www.vwml.org/record/GG/1/14/887
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OuNR8Oy_XNg
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A Pumping shanty for KS1-KS3
Location: Portsmouth, but collected in many locations worldwide and

believed to be of West Indian origin.
 

Shallow Brown is a farewell song, described by Stan Hugill as a
pumping shanty of West Indian origin. It also has the title of Challo

Brown. Challo is a Caribbean term that means mixed race. The song
was heard as far afield as the ports of Chile (See EFDSS Black Sailors
and Sea Shanties e-resource). There is also a version of the song that
describes a man leaving his family to sail and promising to be faithful

to them.
 

One version of Shallow Brown was captured by folk song collector
George Gardiner in Portsmouth Workhouse in 1907, and was performed

at the time by Frederick Fennemore. However the version that most
inspired ours was collected in Woolwich London.

 
Performance notes: 

 
Shallow Brown is performed a cappella. 

 
It has a clear call and response feel. 

 
This song has short verses which could be sung as solos or by a group

of singers with a response everyone should join in on. Optional
harmonies have also been included for KS3 students. 

 
This song should be performed with great feeling.

 
There are subtle rhythmic variances across verses, which are

demonstrated in the audio demo.
 

It works well to take 1 bars rest after each verse.
 

Shallow Brown.
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https://www.efdss.org/55-resources/learning-resources/4079-black-sailors-shanties
https://www.vwml.org/record/GG/1/14/873
https://www.vwml.org/record/GG/1/14/873
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OuNR8Oy_XNg
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A Capstan shanty for KS1-KS3
Location: Southampton docks 

 
When I Grow Up I Want To Be A Ship was created for a sound art exhibition
of the same name in early 2022. It explores coastal issues brought about by

climate change and Southampton’s complex relationship to the sea.
Spanning a period of over 400 years, the song’s lyrical content explores the
city’s every-changing coastline from the 1600s to the present day and into

the future. This abridged version has been created especially for
Southampton Solent Sing.

 
Inspired by local history and people, this song features a repetitive melody

in the style of a jig, with a fun recorder solo! 
 

Performance notes: 
 

When I Grow Up I Want To Be A Ship is performed with musical
accompaniment. Chords are provided, which invite a drone-like effect, and
open fifths. The song also sits well over an A5 drone. It features a notated
recorder/whistle line which could also be performed on penny whistle or

violin. Accompaniment should be lilting and full and particularly suits cello,
guitar, hurdy-gurdy and gentle percussion. The audio demo features a cello

arrangement created for the original exhibition of the song (available on
request). 

 
This is a duet between two choirs, sometimes with overlapping lines. 

 
It is a challenging song and verses might be assigned to different schools.

Harmonies at the ends of verses 3 and 4 can be supported by KS3 students. 
 

Some shouting features in verse 2 ("LORD HAVE ME!") and at the end of the
song ("NOW THE DEBT WE OWE IS DUE!")

 
Please note: the audio recordings have only two clicks in. 

 
 
 

When I Grow Up I Want To Be A Ship 
by Emily Peasgood
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OuNR8Oy_XNg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OuNR8Oy_XNg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OuNR8Oy_XNg
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A 'land shanty' for KS1-KS3
Location: Woolston 

 
The Woolston Floating Bridge was a cable ferry that crossed the River
Itchen in England between Woolston and Southampton from 1836 to

1977. It was taken out of service after the new Itchen Bridge was
opened. These lyrics were written by Mike Sadler after the ferry was

decommissioned in 1977, with the last verse lamenting the ferry's
replacement by a bridge. In John Paddy Browne’s book 'Folksongs of

Old Hampshire' (1987) he refers to this song as a land shanty, although
Mike Sadler says it was not intended as such.

 
Performance notes: 

 
The Woolston Ferry is performed with musical accompaniment with the

final verse a cappella. Written to the tune of The Midnight Special, it
has a rock-blues feel which would benefit from piano or guitar, bass

and percussion. Chords are provided.
 

The song commences a cappella, with instruments coming in as an
upbeat into verse 2. 

 
At the end of the song, the opening verse (to the tune of Swing Low
Sweet Chariot) can be performed a cappella with two repeats of the

chorus.
 

Verse 1 (and the repeat of Verse 1 at the end) could be performed by
KS1 students, with the verses divided between groups of students from

KS2 and KS3.
 

The Woolston Ferry 
by Mike “Gutta Percha” Sadler
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OuNR8Oy_XNg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OuNR8Oy_XNg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OuNR8Oy_XNg
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A short-drag shanty for KS1-KS3
 

Performance notes: 
 

To Portsmouth is performed a cappella. 
 

This fun little song works best with one repeat in unison and then into a
4-part round. Don’t forget to sing boldly - this song sounds best when

every part is loud!
 
 

To Portsmouth! 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OuNR8Oy_XNg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OuNR8Oy_XNg


A Halyard shanty for KS1-KS3
Location: Rivers in Isle of Wight, Portsmouth, Southampton and Hampshire

 
River Shanty was originally created for 'Songs and Verses from North Cambridge'
with stories about the River Cam. When schoolchildren in Hampshire were asked

for stories about their rivers they came up with lots of creative answers and even
wrote their own verses! 

 

About our local rivers: 
In wider Hampshire: The River Hamble flows from near Bishop's Waltham into

Southampton Water near Hamble. The River Meon flows from near East Meon into
the Solent at Titchfield Haven. The River Test flows from near Basingstoke

through some of the prettiest villages in Hampshire before meeting the River
Itchen and into Southampton Water.  On Isle of Wight: The River Yar (The Eastern
Yar) is the longest river. The River Medina runs from Cowes and East Cowes into
Newport. In Portsmouth: The River Wallington passes through west, south and
southeast Hampshire, before entering Portsmouth Harbour at Wallington. In
Southampton: The River Itchen flows from mid-Hampshire to Southampton

 
Performance notes: 

 
River Shanty can performed a cappella or with accompaniment. Chords are

provided. 
 

It has clear call and response feel. It could feature solo KS2-KS3 callers with KS1
students joining in on the responses. Optional harmonies are provided for KS3

students in lines 1, 2 and 4.
 

Each school should select a verse according to their location. 
Please note: the rehearsal part contains only 4 verses, one for each hub. 

After the initial 2 bar count in, there is 1 bar between each verse.
 

There are subtle rhythmic variances across verses, which are demonstrated in the
audio demo.

 
Please invite children to create sound effects in response to the lyrics, as

demonstrated in the audio recording demo. 
 

River Shanty 
by Genevieve Fitchew and Emily Peasgood 
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https://emilypeasgood.com/songs-and-verses-from-north-cambridge/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OuNR8Oy_XNg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OuNR8Oy_XNg
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A sea song for KS1-KS2
Location: All

 
When schoolchildren were asked to think about what they might find in

The Solent, they had some fun ideas which became this shopping list
song. 

 
The challenge is to remember everything you could find! 

 
Performance notes: 

 
Fishing in The Solent can performed a cappella or with

accompaniment. Chords are provided. 
 

It is performed in unison, with optional harmonies on the opening line
from verse 3.  

 
There are plenty of opportunities for students to act as well as sing,

with a fun goat "MEH" noise and some spoken words. 
 
 

Fishing in The Solent 
by Dani Osoba and Emily Peasgood  
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A sea song for KS1-KS3
Location: All

 
The lyrics for this song were created in response to drawings of sea

monsters created by local schoolchildren. 
 

But the thing is, sea monsters who might not be so scary after all! 
 

Performance notes: 
 

What's That Lurking In The Water? is performed with musical
accompaniment. It has a notated piano part, a percussion line for a big

drum of any kind, and requires a thunder sound. This could be made
with a thunder drum or heavy sheets of metal. 

 
There is also plenty of scope for fun, with sighs, claps, spoken word

and even shouting! 
 

There are repeated lines at the start of each verse, and each school
district could take a verse, with all coming together at the bridge.

 
It should be sung in unison, with optional harmonies for KS3 students. 

 
At the end of the song there is a part-song with lines for different

schools to take. One line creates a fish blub 'bllll' sound by rolling your
tongue against your upper lip. In this end section, voices should be

gradually layered, starting with part 1 and piano only. Optional sound
effects can be added to, like bird water whistles, a kazoo playing one

of the vocal lines, and even blowing through straws into bottles of
water to create a gurgling water effect. Right at the very end of the

song, the piano should drop out creating an a cappella section. What's
That Lurking In The Water ends with a loud "RAR!" 

 
 
 

What’s That Lurking In The Water? 
by Emily Peasgood
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